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As one season ends, another begins. No sooner are the final games played, clubs
and CUDRRS, hold AGMs to plan for the next. Whilst there is a break in play, we
take time to look both back and ahead. Referees need to have wide angle vision.
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THOUGHT FOR THE CLOSE
SEASON
"The whole point of rugby is
that it is, first and foremost, a
state of mind, a spirit."
- Jean-Pierre Rives
May CUDRRS always strive to
keep that spirit alive. MJD
REFLECT THEN ACT ON THIS
It may not be possible for you
to improve 100% in a season.
That’s a tough call.
You could however try to improve by 1% in a 100 aspects.
Every little gain counts
towards better refereeing so
why not set some personal
targets for season 2016 –17
in your Personal Improvement
Plan.
Improvement begins with I.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
ELRA Level 2 courses
Cambridge University RUFC
2nd and 9th October 2016
Shelford RUFC
12th and 26th February 2017
(provisionally)
Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

During our summer interlude, a number of competitions e.g. the World Rugby Nations Cup and Tbilisi Cup, will be playing under trial laws. These will provide data
from players, coaches and match officials for the Laws Review Group to consider
in June/July. In October, the data will be further reviewed by the World Rugby Executive Committee and may well lead to some global trials being approved by the
World Rugby Council in November. The southern hemisphere will get the first
crack at them in January 2017 and we northerners in September. Incidentally, former Cambridge Blue, Mark Robinson (1997-98), represents New Zealand on the
Executive serving alongside the RFU’s Bill Beaumont.
So, the answer to the question “What’s next?” in relation to future changes in the
Laws is “Wait and see”. Remember too that the RFU is also reviewing laws for
Community Rugby in an attempt to improve safety.
There’s no wait and see about what’s next for Cambridge, Saffron Walden and Ely.
in September. They know where they are going. That’s up, to National One, London 1 North East and London 3 North East respectively. They will be travelling further to away games. Plymouth 300 miles each way. That’s one of the prices of promotion but hey! Heartiest congratulations to all three and good luck.
League administrators attempt to keep travelling distances to a minimum for grassroots players but can’t keep everyone happy. They have to take account of the
varying playing strengths of clubs in the area. But when travelling means 2 hours
and 100 miles there and back for an away game, the players in clubs’ lower teams
have to be dedicated. The half hearted are more likely to stay at home or go shopping with the wife when the fixture has no relevance to promotion or relegation.
The travelling issue was brought into sharp focus recently by several cancellations
in the London Two North East and London Three North East leagues. All the cry
offs were by clubs from Essex. There was a proposal that London 3NE be split between the two areas and Eastern Counties One split North and South. If it had
been accepted, there would have been consequences for teams lower down too.
A majority of Essex clubs voted in favour but overall only 48% of clubs involved
supported the move. The proposed league restructure will not go ahead as the
required majority of 67% was not achieved. What’s next? More cancellations?
That won’t be the case due to unfit ground conditions at Shelford. If they get planning permission, they will install a Third Generation Artificial Pitch similar to that
currently used by Saracens at Allianz Park. It and new floodlights are to be fully
funded and maintained by the RFU under a 30 year tenancy agreement. Shelford
will have the right to use it first but it will also be available for hire by the RFU to the
community. Work is due to start on it soon and be finished by October.
Club president Colin Astin told Cambridge News "This is an exciting time for the
Club and will make excellent new training and match facilities available to all our
members and to other local rugby and sports clubs” . It is also planned to extend
the Clubhouse, subject to funding, to provide additional fitness facilities and spectators areas. What’s next at Shelford is clear - ongoing improvement.
CONTACT takes this opportunity to thank Shelford for hosting CUDRRS’ monthly
meetings at the Davey Field (or will it be renamed the Twickenham Annexe).
Other articles in this issue look back on the past season, including a report on the
Annual General Meeting, and look forward to yet another successful year with a
new Management Group leading CUDRRS onwards.
Editor
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2016
The minutes of the AGM held at the Shelford Rugby Club on Tuesday,17th May have already been circulated to
members by Honorary Secretary David Tyrrell. Nineteen members attended and twenty sent their apologies.
Almost the same Management Team was elected with Thomas Northcote accepting the arduous task of Appointments Manager. The full team is
President:
Jon Evans
Honorary Secretary:
David Tyrrell
Finance Manager:
Paul Wilson
Appointments Manager:
Thomas Northcote
Communications Manager:
Sam Vail
Training and Development Manager:
David Howell
Advising and Grading Manager:
Charles Osbourn
Safeguarding Officer:
James Pepper
Little change this year but as David T and Charles indicated that this is likely to be their final year in their current
Management Group roles now is the hour for other members to step forward to find out what needs to be done to
keep the Society running. New blood is needed and yours may be just the type for transfusion into the body of
CUDRRS to make it an even better organisation. This is the time to ask yourself “What job could I do to ensure
CUDRRS carries on successfully?” Giving as well as receiving from the Society can be very uplifting.
In his Presidential report, Jon draws attention to the need to recruit more referees as the game expands and demands on CUDRRS change and increase.
Dave Howell has ideas about recruitment and said “Succession planning is always important, as some of us are
not getting any younger. (He failed to name names). Sadly a refs training course was cancelled at Ely through lack
of numbers. In the coming season, the RFU, badgered by our President, has a course planned at Grange Rd, and
the promise of a further course at a local club in 2017.
This society needs to do its part to make sure new referees are pointed towards the courses and subsequently to
get reffing for CUDRRS. It would be great if each of us could find just one new recruit who we could convince to
give refereeing a go. Most of us are club members so we see the players each week.
Lets call it Recruit One Referee....ROR. So get looking to recruit the future referees of CUDRRS
A Level 2 Refereeing the 15 aside game course will be held at Cambridge University RFC at Grange Road on
2nd and 9thOctober 2016. The course will be open for 8 places to the community with the remaining 12 being reserved for University students.
Another Level 2 course is planned for Shelford Rugby Club on 12th and 26th February 2017. When it has been
confirmed, members will be asked to promote it and told how to advise people to book onto it.
The general discussion session raised a few interesting issues.
It was good to have Joe McWilliams offering to help Steve Cardy with The Whistlers’ Trophy. There were several
suggestions regarding how to get more data - adding a column to expenses form was probably the best received
Hopefully, Joe will be followed by more volunteers to assist with society affairs.
The process adopted by Management Group to determine the Peter Eveleigh Award was accepted but there was
also some enthusiasm for creating other awards.
These could relate to refereeing and might be awarded to, for example, the best newcomer to the society and for
the most improved/ best/ most active referee each season.
If there is sufficient support for these innovations, Management Group will listen and pursue their introduction.
Steve Johnson circulated the new rules for Youth rugby in the coming season. U13/14/15 changes will mean adding additional information to the existing Continuum changes with age groups and ensuring our referees are conversant with them.
Steve suggested two training sessions at Shelford at the beginning of the season for U11/U12 and U13/14 respectively, the latter of which will be of most interest to CUDRRS referees. He proposed that these sessions will also
address concussion issues. He will work with John Hanlon, Alun Bedding and Rory Finlayson to set this up.
The MG will need to confirm the Society will continue to appoint to U13 games.
David Norman has provisionally booked a date for the 2017 Annual Dinner and Ladies Night at Christ’s College, an
event and venue and event which is looked forward to with much enthusiasm and expectation.
Editorial comment: Please note that Thomas has set up a new email address (cudrrsappoints@gmail.com) for all
appointment business to keep his personal account clear and he will shortly be contacting clubs.
Remember also that the members named at the top of this piece have volunteered to steer the good ship CUDRRS safely
through next season. For that, they will rely on the crew, that’s you and me folks, to make their tasks easier by our effective
communication and willing cooperation. All hands on deck, ship shape and Bristol fashion. No slacking in our Society.
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COLLEGES RUGBY REPORT 2015-16

Stuart Graveston

The innovation this year has been the experiment of playing Division 3 college games on a Saturday. This
was a challenge for CUDRRS to provide sufficient referees to cover an additional four games weekly in term-time.
In general this was accomplished though, I believe, some lower level school matches did not as a consequence
receive a referee. Only on two occasions were we unable to provide a referee. Was the experiment a success?
I think it is hard to assess - we need to balance the price paid by some school teams against the greater likelihood
of college games being played. However, of the 26 Div 3 games which were played only 7 were "proper" rugby
with 15-a-side and contested scrums.
The tendency to play "rugby lite" is one which referees generally find a less satisfying experience and therefore
makes them less enthusiastic about refereeing college rugby. Of the 72 college matches played only 30 were 15a-side games with contested scrums. There were 48 postponed games which is an additional damper on the
willingness to officiate these games.
In Cuppers, where Blues and LX Club players are allowed
and encouraged to play, 11 of the 36 scheduled games
were not played with teams being awarded walkovers. We
live in an era where communication has never been easier
but college captains have repeatedly made life more difficult
by not using these facilities - at times it has been very frustrating. Sadly we have to conclude that college league
rugby is not in a good state.
As ever in college rugby discipline has been of the highest
standard. Yellow cards have been few and far between and
there has not been a single red card.
The Fair Play Trophy was won this year by Jesus College.
I'd like to thank every referee who has taken a league
match. I got scores back from every single league match
played. I'd like to thank both James Pepper and John Hanlon for their patience, willingness and powers of persuasion in providing referees for games on Saturdays and Sundays.
CURFC ran an ELRA course this year and this resulted in the recruitment of a handful of young referees to the
society. Two of these have now done a number of games and are, I believe graded, or well on their way to being graded. The availability of the 5 CU student CUDRRS members has been limited in midweek and their use
has sadly been minimal.
Honours were spread amongst the colleges in the League and
Cuppers competitions. St John’s, Robinson and Trinity Hall topped
Divisions One, Two and Three.
The Cuppers Trophy was won by Emmanuel RFC, seen here
celebrating their victory over Clare, Corpus and Kings with their
College Master, Dame Fiona Reynolds. An exciting game, 29-24,
was refereed by David Norman assisted by Martin Dixon and Spike
Dewing. Calum Worsley was unable to stay neutral and was seen
cheering on his triumphant alma mater.
He had to stay neutral when, with Jim Kennaway, he assisted Guy
Mulley who refereed the Plate Final. This was won by St Catharine’s who beat Downing in another close contest by 20 –17.
The final Final was for the Shield (for losers in the preliminary and
first rounds of the draw). It ended with the more physically bigger
students of Homerton overcoming a spirited Queens’ team. The
score was 36 - 7. James Pepper (pictured above) was in the middle with Paul Wilson and Jim Kennaway running the lines.

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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HELP
“Help, I need somebody
Help, not just anybody
Help, you know I need someone, help”
John Lennon wrote these lyrics to express his stress after the Beatles' quick rise to success. This song could well
be heard in the dressing rooms on the playing fields of Cambridge University colleges.
In this case it is not sung about stress over success but stress due to decline and failure, decline in numbers and
failure to be competitive at scrummages. College Rugby needs more players including competent front row combatants to make matches more meaningful and to persuade referees from CUDRRS and elsewhere to turn out
midweek to officiate them.
Stuart Graveston’s report on the preceding page reveals the facts. Colleges rugby is not as good as it once was.
It has been hit by a double whammy. Young men have been attracted from universities by professional rugby club
academies that offer a well paid playing career. Those rugby players that apply to come to this university are faced
with admissions policies that favour academic ability rather than sporting skills. The steady decline over three decades in the number of rugby playing students has not been arrested despite the efforts of the University CB.
Currently, they are pressing the entrance tutors to recognise that sport contributes to producing well rounded
graduates. They are contacting rugby playing schools to promote Cambridge University as a renowned excellent
academic centre that also offers an enjoyable sporting social life. Happy times await post - mini rugby.
It’s true college rugby currently lacks quality and strength but students still retain their enthusiasm and honest approach. No cheating here. This makes refereeing their matches a refreshing and pleasant change from managing
the complexities of adult rugby. College matches are great opportunities for breaking in new referees fresh off the
training courses. CUDRRS’ experienced referees can to help players to play the best rugby they are capable of. It’s
a two way deal. They play, we ref. and is why our society is named Cambridge University and District.
Whilst referees from neighbouring societies may decide that our colleges’ rugby is not worth the journey, I hope
that enough CUDRRS members will volunteer to keep things ticking over. The University is committed to gradually
growing its own referee timber and is now staging an ELRA training course every year.
CUDRRS must provide follow up training for the students who pass Level 1. This should be a structured programme of induction and development and included in our annual Action Plans. In collaboration with the University
CB, we should aim to make colleges rugby self sufficient in referees and draft the better ones into local rugby.
This article concludes with news of three CUDRRS alumni that were.
College players are finding it more difficult to get free from studies during the week and would prefer to play at
weekends. This is probably a non-starter given the current strength of the society and the reluctance of college
groundsmen to accommodate this change. However, the problem will not go away and needs positive action led by
the University CB but with CUDRRS in close support and engaged in dialogue.
The respected status CUDRRS has today is due in no small measure to its association with Cambridge University
Rugby since 1946. True friendship means helping one another when times get tough. Like marriage vows, friendship applies in sickness and in health. CUDRRS has another opportunity to show it continues to be a true friend.
Jon Cook (ex Jesus College) wrote this in reply to Charles Osbourn about his progress.
It's good to hear from you. Your timing is impeccable, as I have some good news to pass on. I hope you don't mind me copying in Jon and Mike, as I'm sure they will also want to hear this.... My appointment to the National Panel was confirmed on
Monday following last weekend's selection event in Daventry!
I also saw Jack Lewars (ex Trinity College) at the selection day and it was good to catch up with him, albeit under slightly
strained circumstances! I have not heard yet whether Jack made it as well, but I certainly hope so. (Sadly Jack didn’t . Ed.)
I was intending to contact you anyway to let you know my news, as I have not forgotten the contribution CUDRRS made to my
development, but I was waiting for the RFU to formally confirm all the appointments first. Broadly, it has been a good and enjoyable season. The main highlight was an invitation to attend the Wellington Festival, where I spent a week learning from the
likes of Chris White, and had the opportunity to train alongside the full time referees and observe their weekly review process. I
also refereed the Sheffield derby game at L5 - a 1 v 2 clash in front of a crowd of around 1600; and was invited to referee the
Inter-Services fixture between the Royal Navy and RAF at Portsmouth last week. To be honest, I have felt fairly comfortable
operating at L4 in the second half of the season, so hopefully I can consolidate early next season and then look to kick on.
I do continue to read CONTACT and keep an eye on the goings on in Cambridgeshire. I was particularly relieved to hear the
news about Hiro's safety in the last edition. It is good to see the local teams doing well across all the levels, and hopefully Cambridge can confirm their promotion back to National 1 this weekend. If you have any referees you are looking to push through to
Group or Panel level in the future I'm very happy to make myself available to advise them. I saw John Wearing last weekend,
and asked him about Louis Biggs (ex Girton College). He said that he hadn't heard anything but was hopeful Louis would
surface again soon when he returns from overseas. I have heard good things about Louis from RFU people, based on his performance at the Sedbergh tournament last year. All the best, Jon.

CONTACT joined President Evans in sending congratulations to Mr Cook. See Hall of Fame photos on next page.
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EAT, DRINK AND PLAY RUGBY
When you are talking to someone and suggesting they should consider refereeing, one of the selling points is that
there are opportunities to travel, make new and lasting friends and simply have a good time. Here we have two
photo examples at opposite ends of the spectrum of the Rugby world.
Supposedly in the South of France in the capital city of
the Languedoc-Roussillon region to officiate in the semifinal of the European Challenge Cup, referee Wayne
Barnes decided to treat TMO Rowan Kitt to “une crème
glacée”.
It was Wayne’s way of saying “Thank you” to Rowan for
making the journey and not being called upon to help
him with his decisions in the tie between Montpellier and
Newport Gwent Dragons. Monty won by 22 –12.
The pair were accompanied on the trip by JP Doyle and
Greg Garner whose whereabouts are unknown at the
time of this feasting.
The team of four were instructed by the RFU to keep fit
by running between cones. These two claimed they were
following instructions and ran from parlour to parlour, ice
cream not massage ones that is.
Remember those end of season tours. What a great
way of building a real club spirit they were. Teams that
eat and drink together stay together. Sedley Taylor
Road was the venue for a tour match on 23rd April.
Cantabs II hosted Old Suttonians who describe themselves as a sociable rugby club and are based near
Cheam in Surrey and play in Surrey 4 at Level 12.
They claim to be a friendly club with the emphasis very
much on enjoying the game and the great social side.
And so it proved, with Paul Wilson taking charge of the
match using a gentle and helpful touch.
Level 11 Rugby is fun to play and referee. So much so
that Paul travelled from Coventry via Wisbech to keep
the appointment, having attended the Warwickshire Referees Society the night before. He said “It was worthwhile
making the long journeys as I enjoyed both events”. Note the happy faces in this post match photo.
Afterwards the tourists helped finish off all the barrels in the Cantabs’ cellar to round off the season nicely.
They joined in the clubs’ celebration of another win in The Whistlers’ Trophy competition. Your editor was asked to
make a presentation of the award to Club President Nigel Faben who had been unable to attend CUDRRS Annual
Dinner. His pride of was not diminished accepting the trophy from a substitute and not Eddie Butler and he paid
tribute to all the club members whose efforts had secured possession of the WT for a third time.
There was applause and a rush to the bar. What’s next for Cantabs? Restocking the cellar most probably.

HALL OF FAME
These are the three Cambridge University students, Jon Cook, Jack
Lewars and Louis Biggs who are mentioned on Page 4 of this issue.
They are evidence that membership of CUDRRS can help student
referees to achieve success. Jon and Louis were trained in other
societies before coming up.
Louis has had a break from refereeing and spent time in New Zealand as a ski instructor. We hope to have news of that soon. Whilst
captain of Trinity, Jack decided to take an ELRA course here impressed by the quality of CUDRRS refs. That may not be strictly true but it makes good recruiting publicity.
This is Peter Coulthard (ex St. Johns and Colleges Appointment Secretary) who came up to Cambridge as a
trained referee from Hampshire. Currently he is refereeing on the RFU's South East Group (National 3).
He has refereed across the world, including in Denmark, Belgium, the Channel Islands, USA and Hungary
(where he refereed the Hungarian National Championship Final in 2012).
More proof, if needed, that refereeing can make the world your oyster and you can achieve anything you
wish in life or go anywhere because you have the opportunity or ability to do so. Join CUDRRS.
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WHATEVER NEXT
CONTACT has maintained that, since 1995, Rugby Union has become two games, the Community and the Professional.
World Rugby promotes the Game as “seamless” with one set of Laws to fit all levels. They don’t. To some extent the RFU has
recognised there are two games. Its organisational structure has two distinct Boards for the management of each.
Rugby at the top has become increasingly physical and the contact is more intense. Grassroots players are not as well conditioned as the pros. Those wishing to play on beyond forty years of age are becoming fewer. Transition from junior to senior
rugby and the longevity of playing careers is more difficult to achieve. Playing from 8 to 18 years is enough for many.
Adult playing numbers are dropping off. There is growing opinion that the Laws are not suited to all amateur and professional
players from 18 years upwards as they move from junior to senior levels. The laws are under review and the RFU’s Community
Game Board, as reported in the May issue, is contemplating changes that are possible within the remit of national Unions.
These are principally aimed at injury prevention and reduction on the grounds of player safety. Some ideas have been canvassed and discussed with the Rugby Football Referees Union (RFRU). A Speeds/Styles of Play Working Group was set up
and it has made recommendations/suggestions which may be of interest to readers.
The following is a summary which hopefully is accurate in its translation of what the report said and sufficient to stimulate members’ thinking about refereeing and law changes. This article is not intended to confuse but make readers aware.
Competition Framework: At lower levels, a team’s playing standards can vary significantly from season to season.
Mismatches occur and teams easily beaten in the first clash are not inclined to want to play the return fixture. Cancellations
then follow. Mismatches can sometimes lead to injury.
Redraw merit tables in mid season like they do in New Zealand so that the top half of one league plays the top half of
the one below and the two bottom halves play each other.
Variation to Full-Contact Game Play: The physical nature of Rugby can attract people to play or lead them to fear injury which
puts them off starting or continuing. Parents worry about their children playing youth rugby. There are formats of non-contact
Rugby available instead. Whilst the overall injury rate in Community Rugby has been stable since 2009 with one injury per
three matches. The higher the level the greater the risk. At higher levels, the players are bigger and fitter.
Scrum injury: Injuries occur due to the impact of the engagement, impact with the ground if a scrum collapses and if a front row
player “pops up” during a sustained push. There are issues about the difficulty for props to get a secure bind on the tight shirts
worn by their opponents. The Working Group (WG) recommended
Contest of possession until
- the ball has passed beyond the front row’s feet (referee to call “Ball won”).
- push has gone beyond 1.5 m when referee will call “Ball won”
- any wheel of the scrum, when the referee will stop play.
Opposition scrum half NOT to be allowed to follow ball to the back of the scrum.
The Tackle: These occur at great speed and are not easy to referee and account for 50% of injuries and 71% of concussions.
The WG recommended
All tackles must occur below the level of the armpits
Only one player from the defending team can make the tackle
If a player is held on their feet for longer than x seconds (x to be practical to referee), the referee will call
“Maul” and further players may join,
If a player is tackled to the floor, one further player from each team may contest possession.
The Ruck: This is the second most frequent event that leads to injury and the relevant Laws have been relaxed.
Rolling out the jackal is one example. “Materiality” overlooks some players that dive to ground.
All players must remain on their feet and have their heads and shoulders above their hips
Players must not attempt to collapse the ruck by pulling, pushing or tipping a player to the floor
Players must bind and remain bound by the arm when in the ruck
When the ball is at the hindmost foot of a player of either team, the referee will call “Ball won” and contest for
possession will cease
Ball must be allowed to be passed and be passed away from the ruck.
To enable play to flow, the offside lines should be in force a little longer
The offside lines should remain in place until the receiving player has kicked the ball or passed the
ball or taken (say) two steps.
The Line out: Whilst a low rate of injury occurs here, there is a potential of injury when players are lifted.
Once the ball is won, players from both sides must be allowed to land safely on their feet or
All players must remain on their feet throughout the lineout.
The Restart: There is a risk associated with players being tackled in the air when they attempt to catch the ball. The practice of
lifting the catcher is not common at lower levels but it is worth considering banning the practice.
The team scoring team will restart the game
The team receiving must be allowed to catch the ball uncontested before a tackle may occur.
Trialling of these recommendations, all or some, may be piloted in two different settings and videoed. Hopefully the powers that
be will remember the work of the RFU Cambridge University Laws Laboratory and apply these criteria to any proposal—
it must be safe, add to the enjoyment of playing and be practical to referee.
Something for readers to think about whilst we wait to evaluate whatever comes next. Readers are invited to air their views
and make other suggestions (clean ones only) to CONTACT. You know how to get in touch.
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CUDRRS IN ACTION

Calum Worsley on the move in Cantabrigians v Diss

Bill Griffiths trotting along with Shelford and Walden

James Matcham eyeing up Walden and Sawston

Rachel Wade keeping things steady for
Newmarket and Wendens Ambo with
James Matcham on assist.

Chancellor Wilson on the cat walk
modelling a jersey designed by a
committee that could not agree on
the colour. Apparently vertical
stripes make the wearer appear
taller.
Paul is deservedly walking taller
after his successes in 2015-16.
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COUNTY CALLING
Every one loves a volunteer and Cambridgeshire Rugby Football Union is no exception. Alasdair Bovaird, its
Chair, has written to ask if CONTACT would distribute this flyer. It is an appeal for anyone who might be willing to
step into the listed vacancies for County officials. Can you help or know some one who might?

